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ABSTRACT
Creativity is understood as processes or methods ofincreasing the ftow ofvaluabJe ideas. Designers are
familiar with group and individual processes. In this research is more in application woven technique
by reused plastic bag. Focusing on application three type-weaving techniques such as frame loom,
crochet and plaiting techniques. This idea examines the possibilities ofwaste plastic bags to produces
product by explores the three-type plastic bags material, High-density polyethylene (HDPE), Low-
density polyethylene (LDPE) and Polypropylene (PP). Beside that, it one way to be creative by using
excessive plastic bags. However, to solve a problem ofexcessive plastic bags that can course pollution
and encourage people to recycle plastic bags. The design from the weaving technique gives a different
impact for ordinary products such as shoes, table cover and wall piece. By reuse the waste plastic bag
material it was not just help our environment but it give an idea and encourage public to be creative
by using wastage in our surrounding.
Keyword: creativity, inspiration, woven Technique, excessive plastic bag
1.0 Introduction
Since the arrival ofthe plastic age in the United States, the content ofU.S plastic production in 1979 is
more then u.S steel production. Ina 21st century, plastic are still evolving, changing and improving.
The potential impact on society appears to be greater then ever. The increasing use in everyday life
such as apparel, home furnishing, house wares, construction material tanks and pipes, insulation,
storage, transportation, packaging, medical uses, recreational activities, communication, electronics,
aerospace, and many other applications. [12]
The plastic industries spread to the world including Malaysia. The plastic resins and plastic
manufacturing industry is one of the most dynamic and vibrant growth sectors within· the Malaysia
manufacturing sectors. During 1990's the govemn1ent ofMalaysia began to develop the petrochemical
industry in Malaysia using the large availability ofnatural gas resources found in the country. This is
because the increasing of market demand for plastic.
According to [12], plastic industry has develop into highly diversified sector producing of products
such as automotive component, electrical and electronics parts, components for the telecommunication
industry, construction materials, house wares, packaging material and toys.
Malaysians really like throwing garbage into their bins. People contributed about 19000 wastes every
day. The wastage such as plastic bag always produced waste from it. [7]
The plastic bag was popular in daily lives. This because is cheap to produce, light to transport and
highly durable. Uncontrolled use of plastic bags had caused pollution to the physical environment.
A plastic bag does not biodegrade. In that way it breaks down into smaller toxic bits, contaminating
soil and waterways and entering the food web when animal accidentally eat the plastic. [2] In Europe
banning the use of plastic bag is unfair, but it just limits consumer choice and does nothing to change
people's attitude towards littering. [10]
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1.1 History Of Plastic
Plastic from a Greek word "Plastikos" it means nlold or form. It \vas broadly define as any inherently
formless material that easy to be molded or modeled. This might include clay, material like lead,
wax or cement, but more limited categorization connotes a certain group substances that can be form
under heat and pressure. [3]
According to George Elias (2003) in book call An Introduction to Plastic, second edition 2003,
first plastic were prepared long before their macromolecular or large lTIolecule nature discovered.
Decorative coating based on polymers such as egg- white of blood proteins were use in the cave
paintings of Altamira, Spain, as early as 15,000 B.C. Later painting methods utilized gelatine, a
polymer from the collagen ofhides and bones, and the polymers form naturally drying vegetable oils.
[4]
"Plastic also can be categorized as natural plastic such as a group of fossilized tree resin commonly
called amber. Others natural plastic such as animal protein as horn, tortoiseshell, and shellac an insect
secretion that lTIixed with filler such as wood flour, acquires excellent molding propeliies.[3l
Besides that, DiNoto mention there are another natural material called Gutta percha obtained from
Malayan trees has the appearance of rubber and is sometimes included with the natural plastics.
Rubber has plastics qualities, but because of its elasticity belongs to a related category.
Thernl0plastic is a plastic that can repeatedly softened by heat and reform. Natural plastics and
cellulosic is part of the thermoplastic. In contrast, plastics that were moulded can never be re-
softened and returned to the mouldable state is called thermoses.[3] All plastic natural or synthetic,
thermoplastic or thermoses defined as polynlers that described a type oflTIolecular structure. Polymers
from the Greek word, poly it mean many and mer it stands for part. Polymers are giant molecules
actually only about 1/10,000th of an inch long made up of many small molecules. A polymer forms,
when the carbon atoms of two or more organic that contained carbon substances conlbine to form an
entirely new macro- molecule. [3] In addition, the structure of a polymer can be imagining as a chain
of paper clips. There are about million of polymer chains·can comprise a single object.
2.0 Plastic Material For Inspirational Design
Base on Chris Lefteri 2006, as a designer, plastic is an infinitely adaptable, material, easily takes on
complex shape and material are potentially to be squeeze, pulled, injected, foamed and sandwiched
[9].
According to Lefteri, plastic was optimized mass production and low costing and being a material of
"infinite transformation". However, some of the strongest type plastic are froln the area of ecological
plastics. Plastic was not only derive fronl rapidly renewable sources are also biodegradalble and
compost [9].
Plastic also created innovative precedents in the design for example, technology and related product
such as the first computer housings by IBM and Olivetti were product by Tuppeware that brouht in
to kitchen in the 1930s. Beside that another product named Braun ranging from stereo equipment to
kichen appliance [8].
More over plastic was also becoming an emotive material in it is own right, one that has value as
communication tool and able to be controlled, branded, and design protected by the global OEMs
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(original equipment manufactures), so that material is seen as part of the product branding [8].
2.1 Innovation of Plastic Material
Plastic have developed into very high and innovative level of product. In this part will be enhance the
product that has been produced by few designer from plastic material.Figure 1 cushions design was
found at the Rosario Museum of Contemporary Art.
Refer to Figure 1, Cushions design was found at the Rosario Museum of Contemporary Art. The
artist used same consept of knitting or crochet recycled plastic grocery bags. This design made by
Argentinians designer and artist Marina Gryciuk. Impliment of crochet and embroidery to reuse
plastic bag, cassette plastic tapes and old cloths
Figure 1
Another products that been used from recycled plastic by South African Haldane Martin. An artist
creates this eco friendly chair inspired by indigenous Zula basket weaving using recycled plastic.
Refer figure 2
Figure 2
Beside that, reused plastic give inspiratiaon to produced art to wear fashion for artistic and exploration
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material. Refer Figure 3
Figure 3
It also has another innovative from Hytrel one main engineering polymer. Thermoplastic as with many
other plastics can be form in too many variety and foms. Plastic are use as a fiber in industrial textiles,
to replace metal that exploit its natural springiness. [8]. This design for a pillow by San Francisco
based designers Maaike Evers and Mike Simonian was take material out of the traditional context of
engineering and into the area of soft furnishing, challenging the possibilities of plastic in a domestic
environment [9]. The pillow mark territory for this prolific material, exploiting its combination of
the flexibility of rubbers with the strength and process ability of plastic. Refer figure 4 and figure 5.
Beside that designer such as Maaike Evers and Mike Simonian produced modem accessories from
plastic. Refer figure 6.
Figure 4
Plates 2.5 Decorative pillow
(Photo: www.mikeandmaaike.com)
Figure 6
Figure 5
Plates 2.4 Pillow
(Photo: www.mikeandmaaike.com)
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3.0 Implimentation of Woven Technique
According to the Rosemary weaving is one of the oldest crafts practised by man. It has been defined
as the interlacing together of one set offlexible threads at right angles through another set offlexibel
threads using some form of frame work to hold and tension the threads [1]. Weaving technique it is
suitable for plastic bag material to form a different product without involving burn activity that can
course air pollution and global warming. Three type weaving techniques are involved in this research,
there are plaiting, wooden frame looms and crochet. Before the application of the technique started
the plastic need to be process from raw plastic bag into a fibres. Refer Figure 7 and figure 8
Figure 7
Plates 3.9 Stripe Form
(Photo: by Azni Hanim Hamzah, 2008)
3.1 Wooden Frame Loom
Figure 8
Plates3.10 String Form
(Photo: by Azni Hanim Hamzah, 2008))
Frame looms followed the same principles as ground looms. The loom was constructed out of sticks
and boards attached at right angels. This loom was portable and even be held in the weavers lap.
These part frame looms are use to produced the woven product. Nylon yarn or wool yarn is use as
warp yarn. This weft, crosswise or horizontal palt divided into three. Material that been used for first
part are HDPE plastic bag, second part is wool yarn and the last HDPE plastic bag material. Plain-
woven technique is requiring for this experiment. This construction the weft thread is passed over
and under altenate warp ends in the first pick, on the returs pick and under the ends passed over in the
previous pick. These two picks are then repeated until required length has been woven. The figure 9
showed how the warp yarn attached at frame loom.
Figure 9
Plates 3.22 Warp yarn attached at frame loom
(Photo: by Azni Hanim Hamzah, 2008)
3.2 Crochet
Figure 10
Plates 3.25 Weaving from frame loom
(Photo: by Azni Hanim Hamzah, 2008)
Crochet is the process of creating fabric from yarn or threat by using crochet hook. This technique
consists ofpulling loops ofyarn through other loops. According to history crochet is started in Ireland.
Ireland promoted the craft as a form of famine relief in both the north and south. Then, spread all over
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the south was Ursuline Convect, Blackrock, Coak in the year 1845. Already a form of famine relief
had been established in Nothern Ireland, by the wife of the rector of the parish of Carrickmacross,
in the year 1890. Lace brought over from Italy had been copied and developed, and the adevent of
crochet this was added to the crafts of the home industries, making mostly decorative items, to help
the starving women and children in Ireland [ll].This technique require skill to use crochet needle or
hooked and to created a variety of design. Refer Figure 11 and figure 12
Figure 11
Plates 3.20 Application of crochet technique
(Photo: by Azni Hamim Hamzah, 2008)
3.3 Plaiting (Anyaman)
Figure 12
Plates 3.21 Sample from Crochet technique
(Photo: by Azni Hamim Hamzah, 2008)
According to Hafiza in Anyaman, plaiting is one of the techniques used in producing heritage craft
especially among the Malay community that is known as angkat. The thread or bilah anyam 1, 2,
3 and 4 create the plaiting point of a Kelarai or motif. The technique of stripping the bamboo and
other material involve by arranging them in a vertical and horizontal ways. Plaiting of a fabric by
interlacing of 1 or more weaving materials including some combination of the materials used that are
oblique horizontal, vertical, spiral and multi directional or a combination of these. [6]
Plaiting or mat is flat interwoven material. Simple woven technique, involved two element, warp
(lengthwise) and weft (crosswise). These two elements interlace to fonn a web. The most common
structures in warp and weft yarn interlace one over one. Refer Figure 13 and figure 14
Figure 13
Plates 3.11 Sample weft part weaves diagonally
(Photo: by Azni Hamim Hamzah, 2008)
4.0 Conclusion
Figure 14
Plates 3.12 Sample 1
(Photo: by Azni Hamim Hamzah, 2008)
Based on research, it can be conclude that implimentation of wovan technique can educate student
especially for primary and secondary school to develop creativity by using excessive plastic bags
material. Reuse plastic bags material also can safe our earth and alternative way to reduces pollution.
In other way is promoting the application of weaving techniques by using plastic bag.
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